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Summary 
Until recently, large stadiums and venues either didn‟t support decent mobile services, or were the 

preserve of DAS. Now, they have become every vendor‟s favorite showcase for their most cutting 

edge solutions, a challenging yet fully controlled environment in which to hint to the world (and 

customers) what they might have up their sleeve for the next wave of wireless networks. 

LTE Broadcast has been an obvious example of this recently, and a technology with a clear 

application in the sport event environment. Qualcomm used the Nascar track to demonstrate just 

how dense a small cell network it could achieve (the equivalent of 1,000 cells per square kilometer), 

thus pointing to the kind of technologies which might become mainstream in the next generation. 

And Huawei has recently addressed the challenges of the stadium, both as a near term sales 

opportunity, and as a way to test and show off upcoming approaches, including its „10GiFi‟ concept. 

So while stadiums may seem like rather specific business cases, with little relevance to the bigger 

issues of wide area mobile data services, they are increasingly the locations where operators are 

testing out architectural ideas which may find their way into more general purpose networks in a few 

years‟ time, as urban or indoor environments require the kind of density that, in 2014, is rarely 

needed outside a major event. 

New architectures: 
These stadium trials are pointing to early and intense implementations of trends which are already 

being much discussed for general purpose RANs, and which are also likely to provide stepping 

stones to the as-yet mythical „5G‟. These include: 

 increasing deconstruction of the base station to distribute processing effort efficiently and 
reduce cost. The extreme will be full Cloud-RAN, where all processing is virtualized in the 
cloud and stripped-down radio/antenna units remain at the cell sites. 
 

 densification - smaller and smaller cells, to maximize capacity by moving it closer to the 
user, often combined with more and more antennas in the macro layer (Massive MIMO). 
 

 multiple layers of base stations within each macrocell, often using different frequencies and 
air interfaces within one cell to deliver more capacity. 
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RAN Research Service 

This note is part of the RAN research service and is not available for sale individually. Led by Caroline 

Gabriel, the RAN service covers the whole wireless access and packet core industry with a special focus 

on LTE-related technologies, including small cells, EPC, carrer WiFi, evolved packet core, and other 

emerging trends. The service provides in-depth operator strategy tracking, as well as vendor profiles and 

SWOT analysis over the whole RAN ecosystem, from chips to infrastructure to management systems. 

Forecasts and full industry reports are produced twice a year and are complemented by 6  research notes 

per year on important topical developments, as well as one-to-one analyst support.  
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